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ULTISOW S RANGE

Serafin Machinery’s latest range of superior, 
well-designed SERAFIN ULTISOW single disc 
seeders are a result of thorough testing and input 
from farmers and contractors.

High stubble loads, rocks or fallow soils ULTISOW can 
do it all. Our frames are Australian made with heavy wall 
RHS quality components and are powder coated for a 
quality finish and long life.

Strength and weight are important when disc seeding. 
Too light means poor penetration and hair pinning in 
heavy residue. Too heavy makes it difficult to pull and 
higher fuel usage with an inability to work in wet soils.

The ULTISOW has proven to be the right balance for all 
conditions as it has flotation tyres all round, with quality 
axles for long distance transport. The rolling bar design 
with manual pressure control gives the operator the ability 
to set the machine up for any soil type. When it comes 
to sowing the seed, ULTISOW puts it in the right place 
every time.

ULTISOW can be tailored to your requirements with:

• Specific row spacing available to suit the customer

• Airkits and tow bars to suit any front or rear tow air box

• Narrow transport width

• Seed diffuses in various styles 

• Hydraulic row unit control from cabin if required for 
 farms that have various soil conditions in the same 
 paddocks (standard on S60)

• Walking axles on quality flotation tyres

• 3m control traffic available on most models

• Double width sowing with quick tap shut off of one 
 rolling bar Sowing into limestone, Yorke Peninsula SA

Kadina SA

Clay soils, Benerembah NSW



SB2013 SINGLE DISC MODULE

FEATURES: ROW UNIT

CUTTING DISC . 20” x 6mm on 7 degree angle

COVER WHEEL PIVOT . Bearing non greasable

FIRMING WHEEL PIVOT . Bearing non greasable

COVER WHEEL . Cast 12” wheel with adjustable spaces to ensure perfect closing in all soil types, non greasable bearing 5203

FIRMING WHEEL . 91/2” x 25mm solid or soft rubber wheel, non greaseable bearings 5203

DEPTH WHEEL . Standard 41/2” x 15” semi pneumatic rubber wheels with four spoke open 
  centre for easy cleaning, non grease bearings with quick change single bolt

  OPTIONAL – 27/8 x 15” narrow width wheel for closer spacing or less stubble knock down

DEPTH CONTROL . Quick & easy pull handle without tools, new H.D. pin  to handle rocky soils and heavy toothed casting for long life 

DISC HUB . Long life greasable taper roller bearings

FRONT PIVOT CLAMP . Extreme life needle roller bearings to avoid sloppy movement like our competitors

Designed and tested by Serafin Machinery, this latest release 
disc unit can virtually sow into all conditions with accuracy and 
uses very low HP to save fuel, increase efficiency and grow 
better crops.

The new SB2013 has evolved from our 2010 module which 
performed well in most areas but needed some changes 
to meet all market requirements. We have now produced a 
unit with less grease points, better components and great 
versatility to enable different options to cater for every soil type 
or customer request.

Serafin Machinery have tested these units in hard soils, wet 
soils and rocky soils with high stubble loads and we know this 
is a first class seeding unit to suit farmers and contractors.

Tested from sticky clay soils in our local rice fields to extreme 
slate rock in the Yorke Peninsula, we now have a superior single 
disc that is easy to use, easy to maintain due to less grease 
points and can cut deep into heavy stubbles and give excellent 
germination for better crops. Other improvements have allowed 
us to achieve 6” spacing for pasture seeding and 12” spacing 
on a single bar to provide a more cost efficient seeder.

Narrow 
depth wheel

Solid or soft firming 
wheel options

Optional single 15” V-Press 
wheel for sandy soils



NF RANGE

Serafin 5m to 7m Narrow Fold trailing disc seeders 
are leading the way with simple high quality designed 
frames for those who are always on the move. 

Boasting a narrow 3m transport width you can feel 
confident moving around those narrow lane ways or 
busy roads without an escort.

With the option of front or rear mounted air boxes, 
either variable rate or ground drive, you can match 
the machine to your expectations and price.

Fitted with a choice of single disc row units from 18” 
or 20” you will be able to handle any challenge in the 
field – wet or dry, stubble or bare ground.

Serafin NF range are equipped with hydraulic 
adjustable pressure control over the row units 
ensuring perfect seed placement in all situations.

FEATURES: NARROW FOLD SERIES

SOWING WIDTH . 5m    .   6m    .   7m

ROW SPACING . Minimum 155mm   .  Maximum 333mm

TRANSPORT WIDTH . 3.2m

WHEEL EQUIPMENT . 550/60 x 22.5 on 2m track but can be manufactured wider for extra stability

TYPE OF ROW UNITS . Baldan SB2013 - 20” Disc  or  SB1812 - 18” Disc

FRAME . Heavy construction 8” x 8” x 9mm RHS Frame – fully reinforced with 6” x 4” x 9mm RHS wings 
  – all powder coated – superb quality and user friendly – linkage or draw bar hook up

PRESSURE CONTROL . Variable hydraulic valve with gauge to change row unit pressure for various soil types

WEIGHT . Approx. 6500kg-7500kg depending on quantity of units fitted   .  280kg per disc unit

AIR BOXES . Can buy without and use existing box tow behind or fit a 3200Lt Gason two bin variable rate 
  box or Gaspardo 3000Lt ground drive box – prices vary

Sowing on 2m beds, Griffith NSW

6m with pasture scatter plates

Direct drill seeding in rice, Warrawidgee NSW



FEATURES: S26 S30

ROW UNITS . Baldan SB2013 20” x 6mm disc with press wheel and cover wheel

SPACING . Minimum 155mm   Maximum 375mm   Fully adjustable any time

FRAME . 8” x 8” x 9mm RHS, centre 6” x 4” x 9mm RHS wings fully powder coated quality finish

WHEEL EQUIPMENT . 8 x 400/60 x 15.5 standard without mounted box . 6 x 400/60 x 15.5 and 2 x 550/60 x 22.5 rear if mounted box

SOWING WIDTH . 8m, 9m and 10m

TRANSPORT WIDTH . 3.5m(W) . 4.0m(W)

PRESSURE CONTROL . Manual hydraulic value with gauge for various soil types 

WEIGHT . Approx 8,500–10,000kg depending on width and units fitted

AIR BOXES . Rear tow or front tow available, mounted Gason box with 2 or 3 bin variable rate

ULTISOW S26-S30

The constant amongst our ULTISOW range is the sturdy 
frames which makes this seeder so appealing. The ULTISOW 
8m-10m frames with floating wings have wheels that allow for 
undulating ground and larger areas.

• The centre frame wheels can be on 2m or 3m centres 

• Manual hydraulic pressure valve for row unit control

• Very popular with mounted rear boxes 

Grenfell NSW

Ariah Park NSW



ULTISOW S40-S50

FEATURES: S40 S50

SOWING WIDTH . 12m (40ft) . 15m (50ft)

FRAME . Heavy construction 8” x 8” x 9mm RHS centre &  6” x 4” x 9mm wings

WHEEL EQUIPMENT . 12 x 400/60 x 15.5 standard  –  optional 3m centres 500/45 x 22.5 x 4

FOLDED DIMENSIONS . 4.5m(W)  4.9m(H) . 5.95m(W)  5.1m(H)

WEIGHTS . 14,000-15,000kg . 15,500-17,000kg

ROW UNITS . SB2013 - 20” x 5mm disc with depth wheel

HP . 180-250HP . 260-320HP

S40 walking axle, 
Hillston NSW

Single bar option 
13.33” minimum spacing

S40 – 3m centres, Rankin Springs NSW

ULTISOW S40 is our most popular size and its 
design is the heart of our range. With many common 
parts shared on S40 & S50 we can stay competitive 
and ensure fast turn around times from order.

Quality axles for road transport, available in 3m 
centres for control traffic or walking axles for a smooth 
ride. A lighter frame is available for those who have a 
smaller budget.



ULTISOW S60

FEATURES: S60

FOLDED WIDTH . 6m(W)  5m(H)

SOWING WIDTH . 18m  20m  Double fold frame

TYRE EQUIPMENT . 16 x 400/60 x 15.5 flotation

ROW SPACING . 250mm (10”) to 375mm (15”)

ROW UNITS . SB2013 - 20” x 6mm cover wheel and press wheel

WEIGHT . 19,800kg - 21,000kg (320kg per disc) - Row spacing affects weight

TRACTOR HP . 350-400HP

FRAME . 300mm x 200mm x 9mm RHS centre section 
  150mm x 150mm x 9mm wings

AXLES . Upgraded from standard models due to extra weight when folded

Serafin S60 – Mega Range – features 
superior frame design to suit the larger 
farmer or contractor doing 10,000 to 
20,000 acres per year.

• Special design to fold under 6m 
 for transport

• Double folding wings with large 
 plates for long life

• Great ground follow ability with 
 wheels on all sections

• Impressive machine in the flesh
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12m folding with Baldan 
SB2013 single disc using 
existing cart – 15” spacing

With front wheel assist tractors getting larger and 
more row crop farmers emerging, Serafin TPL 
Single Disc Bars are becoming more popular 
and are a cost effective solution for all your 
sowing requirements.

Team up with a front mount Air Box or Rear Tow 
Cart and you will have a nimble, reliable sowing 
machine, with folding or fixed frames.

We can custom build to meet your requirements.

FEATURES: LINKAGE SEEDERS

FRAMES . 4” x 4” x 9mm welded double trussed 
  folding or 6m-8m bolt together model

WIDTHS . 6m-8m fixed  6m up to 12m folding

WEIGHT . Approx 5,000kg-7,000kg depending 
  on row units fitted

ROW SPACING . SB2013 - 180mm-375mm variable

8m folding - rice, Benerembah NSW


